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Sequence of Events:

Time Element/LO

4:00-4.30 Reflect on “Career decisions” and knowing our skills

4.30-4.50 Read the job description and other groundwork

4.50 – 5.10 CV structures and good practice

5.10 - 5.25 Group Work



Element 1 – Reflect on “Career decisions” and 

knowing our skills

What have been 
influences on your 

career choice so 
far?

Will this work for 
you in the future?



Element 1 – Reflect on “Career decisions” and 

knowing our skills

Supervisor skills

Visionary

Strategic 
Thinker

Manager

Leader

Mentor/talent 
nurturer

Knowledge 
broker

Employers Want

Problem 
Solver

Project 
Manager

Organiser

Leader

Communicator

Team Worker

Skills cross 
boundaries



• Browse through the skills words list so you are familiar with the range 
of skills presented (2)

• Tell your partner about a busy day at work– perhaps where things did 
not go right/or you were “challenged”, i.e. you discovered you had 
made an explosive material by accident – you found out your 
research idea had already been researched. (10)

• Partner, as you listen, circle skills you recognise in the description you 
hear.  If you recognise others that are not on the sheet, write them 
down.

• Feedback to the person you were listening to what skills were most 
prominent – any that they could make more of? (5)

• NB you will revisit these skills later in the session.

Activity 1



Activity 1

• Context

• Action

• Results

• Evaluation

• A/R is the focus

• Situation

• Task

• Action

• Result

• Reflection

• A/R is the focus



Element 2 – Read the job description and 

other groundwork

Through professional, 
work or educational 

contacts and networks

Through personal 
contacts

Already worked for the 
organisation

Seen their position 
advertised in 
newspapers

Had seen it on an 
employers website

Recruitment agency

University careers 
service

Through other careers 
services

Speculative approach

Headhunted
HOW PHDS FIND

JOBS



Element 2 – Read the job description and other 

groundwork

Conversations:

Use your networks – the avenue to 

your job could be next door and this 

will strengthen your application!



Element 2 – Read the job description and 

other groundwork

Summary

Skills, 

experience, 

requirements



Element 2 – Read the job description and 

other groundwork

Values –

important –

make 

reference!

Day to day 

activities –

show 

potential to 

do these



Element 2 – Read the job description and 

other groundwork

Competencies 

– ultimately 

being asked 

to interview 

based on this.



“The meaning 
of the message 

is how it is 
received”

Element 3 – CV structure and good practice.



Cognitive control of goal-directed behaviour has been 
the focus of controversy since the cognitive revolution 
against the behaviourists in the 1950s. Modern cognitive 
approaches often attribute control to executive 
processes that organise, monitor, regulate, and alter the 
settings of lower-level cognitive processes, in response to 
errors, conflict, or changes in the task environment. 
Behaviourist approaches attribute control to 
environmental contingencies learned from experience. 
The behaviourist approach is echoed in cognitive 
theories of automaticity and associative learning, which 
attribute control of skilled behaviour to memory 
retrieval.

Researcher says what?

Element 3 – CV structure and good practice.



• Easy to look at

• Easy to read

• Appropriate detail (quantify 
achievements if possible)

• Relevant areas covered, irrelevant 
information discarded

• Organise and tailor the CV to the job 
description

So……

Element 3 – CV structure and good practice.



CV Comparison Headings

Academic Jobs – 2 or more pages

• Education

• Research Interests

• Mentoring Experience

• Awards/Certificates/Courses

• Teaching Experience

• Publications

• Conference Presentations

• Volunteer

• References

Non-Academic Jobs – 1 or 2 pages

• Education

• Relevant Experience

• Select Publications, 
Conferences, Awards

• Additional Skills

• References

Element 3 – CV structure and good practice



CV Comparison Style

Academic Jobs – 2 or more pages Non-Academic Jobs – 1 or 2 pages

Element 3 – CV structure and good practice.



• Organised teaching observations

VS

• Created a system for timetabling teaching observations for 5 PhDs in the 
department using virtual learning software.  Trained observers to evaluate 
different elements of teaching quality in line with the Universities 
Educational strategy.  This resulted in increased NSS scores on student 
feedback.

• WHAT, HOW, RESULT

The bullet point

Element 3 – CV structure and good practice.



Active verbs have impact

Active Words

Element 3 – CV structure and good practice.

https://myadvantage.warwick.ac.uk/docs/328/cv_active_and_positive_words.pdf


Let’s look at some CVs!



Activity 2

• Working with a partner, in a group.

• Swap CVs and imagine you are recruiter.

• What advice/feedback would you give?

Element 4 – CV structure and good practice.



• Purpose – to get you to the interview

• Impact – you may have 30 seconds

• Audience – may be “lay” business person

• Audience – may be software looking for key skills 

relevant to the job.

• Audience – focused on skills/experience that show 

you have potential to do the job.

Preparing a effective CV

Element 4 – CV structure and good practice.



The more put you put into 
personalising your 
application, the better……


